ISSUE

CHALLENGE/OBJECTIVES

Catholic Commission for Employment Relations (CCER)
provides employment relations advice and services (such
as training) to Catholic bodies in NSW, including Catholic
diocesan (CEOs/CSOs) and independent schools.

Much of the training was face to face which was time
consuming, particularly for those CEO/CSOs where the
CEO/CSO staff were the ones providing the training. Some
dioceses are spread over a large regional area which would
mean travel and time required to cover schools in the
whole diocese. Training was not done as frequently as the
CEO/CSOs would have liked. Many of them implemented
Salt as a base-line, then will implement it every year or
second year as a refresher, but also capture new employees
in the meantime, as part of their indcution. While many of
the CEO/CSOs still supplement the Salt Child Protection
training with face-to-face, it is a more efficient way to
ensure staff remain informed of their obligations in respect
of Child Protection & Discrimination, Harassment and
Bullying.

CCER identified a need among these clients to ensure that
they and their staff members complied with their legal
and other obligations with respect to Discrimination,
Harassment and Bullying and Child Protection.
The need was for a flexible delivery option which was not
resource intensive and which ensured that training could
be delivered as and when required.
Consequently, CCER commenced researching available
online training products. As a result of their relationship
with Sydney Catholic Schools (SCS) they became aware of
the Salt Compliance elearning that the SCS had deployed.
An opportunity was identified to provide a centralised
delivery of essential compliance training to other diocesan
education offices and independent schools on an
affordable basis.

Performance criteria included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An example of the Salt Web Compliance Learning
Management System.

interactive learning
able to be tailored to the specific needs of Catholic
employers
cost effective
user-friendly
assessment and reporting functionality
able to upload policies for review and electronic
acceptance by users
ongoing maintenance and support provided.

The ability to deploy smaller education offices and their
schools, as well as independent schools, onto a centralised
CCER Salt Web site enabled the costs to be tightly controlled
to match available budgets. The larger education offices
that required a unique deployment were able to do so
at an affordable price, which enabled branding of the
platform and the course content.
Each education office, systemic school and independent
school also has the ability to deploy their own policy
documents for staff to access and acknowledge, to track
acceptance or these important governance resources.

DELIVERY METHOD
Salt Web is an established platform for delivering online legal compliance training. The ability to facilitate the deployment
and launch of training to multiple diocesan education offices, systemic schools and independent schools was deemed to be
an effective and efficient method for implementation of the project. The core team at CCER also undertook a review of the
generic Child Protection and Discrimination, Bullying and Harassment content to assess and apply the need for tailored edits
and bespoke content to the courses to enhance the relevance and resonance of the learning for the audience.
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AN IMPROVEMENT IN EMPLOYEES PERFORMANCE
Teaching staff were able to access and use a valuable training resource at their convenience and claim Teacher identified
professional development (PD) through BOSTES or, where their education office or school is an endorsed provider, claim QTC
Registered PD.

MEASURING SUCCESS
The learning was assessed by each education office and independent school to satisfy their requirements for training prior to
them committing to an implementation. To date, all ten NSW diocesan Catholic education offices and their associated schools
have implemented Salt Compliance, in addition to 12 independent schools, totalling 446 schools, reaching an aggregate learner
audience of over 25,000, generating over 40000 course completions.

The feedback from CCER and its clients has overall been positive, and the performance criteria have been met.

Screenshot of a lesson page.

MEETING BUDGET CONSTRAINTS
GRC Solutions and CCER entered into a pricing arrangement which produced a commercially viable solution for both small and
large organisations whilst at the same time recognising CCER’s status as a not-for profit organisation. Pricing for unique site
deployments for larger education offices also met with their approval and funding.
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INNOVATION AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The Client Services team at GRC Solutions was able to engage with each individual education office and independent school to
establish and ensure that their IT infrastructure could support a Salt Web deployment and also to provide administrator training
to nominees for user maintenance and compliance reporting.
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